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All eyes on US and Canada labour market data after 
underwhelming April reports

The DXY index ends the week only slightly higher

after falling to January lows on Tuesday and

Wednesday despite economic events being sparse

throughout the week. Several comments from

Federal Reserve members pointed to a slight

hawkish shift in the central bank’s overall tone, but

markets didn’t deem this established enough for it

to spill over into fixed income pricing. Meanwhile,

hawks from the European Central Bank have kept

quiet regarding policy tightening recently, signalling

to markets that the ECB may take its time to reduce

purchases via the QE programme. For the Bank of

England, MPC member Gertjan Vlieghe stated that

an earlier-than-expected rate hike is possible, which

helped sterling stabilise this week despite the

mobility. Next week, the focus turns to labour market data from the US and Canada after

April’s underwhelming reports.

BOE’s CHAPS data showing hesitant consumer

Calendar

Monday – 31/05

Monday’s session starts with May’s consumer price index figures from Spain, Italy and

Germany throughout the morning and afternoon, while US and UK markets enjoy a long

weekend. All readings are set to show an expansion from April’s figure as many eurozone

nations have further eased lockdown restrictions over the course of May. Besides this, the

now notorious base effects will cloud the data, making it difficult to distinguish signal from

noise.

The inflation prints are unlikely to stir up currency markets too much, unless 

they are paired with more hawkish comments from European Central Bank 

members ahead of the June 10 meeting, as this may lead to spill over from 

inflation expectations to policy expectations.

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/social-spending-underwhelms-in-latest-chaps-data-due-to-hesitant-consumer-mobility/
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At 08:00 BST, Turkey’s Q1 GDP figures are set to grow by 6.0% YoY and 1.8% QoQ. The

continued growth in output and ongoing inflation fears make investors wonder whether the

current monetary policy is effective at containing inflation. The Turkish lira reached an all-

time low vs USD on Friday of this week due to rising US yields while the earlier firing of one

of the deputy governors further stoked wariness among markets.

China’s official manufacturing PMI for May is also on the agenda for 02:00 BST. The official

figure fell from 51.9 in March to 51.1 in April, and the consensus foresees a further albeit

slower, recovery to 51.2 this time around. India's GDP year-on-year growth for the quarter

through March is scheduled for release at 13:00 BST. The median of forecasts submitted to

Bloomberg sees a mild expansion of 0.9% in Q1 from 0.4% prior, although announced data

suggest that the government overestimates the base GDP value for Q4 2020. Markets may

overlook this piece of information, as the focus remains centred on the damaging effects of

the severe wave of infections over the last couple of months.

Tuesday – 01/06

The Reserve Bank of Australia will come out with its monetary policy decision at 05:30 BST.

Although markets expect the RBA to keep policy unchanged, the tone of the meeting may

reflect the recent lockdown in Victoria aimed at containing the latest virus outbreak and

surprise employment decline in April. A shift in the three-year bond target to the November

2024 bond and an expansion of the bond purchase programme are likely to be held off until

the July meeting. At 07:00 BST, UK house prices are set to show a 9.2% growth rate in May

after reaching 7.1% in April. British house prices continued to surge throughout the pandemic

and are currently riding high on the extension to the property tax holiday through the end of

June. Additionally, the government’s new mortgage scheme will allow homebuyers to enter

the market with just a 5% deposit, further stoking house prices at the moment. Euro area CPI

inflation at 10:00 BST is set to print at 1.9% vs 1.6% previously. Monday’s individual country

readings should paint an accurate picture of the euro area CPI figure, but for now the

headline figure is likely growing on increases in energy prices as economies reopen and travel

resumes. At 13:30 BST, Canada comes out with its GDP figure from Q1 2021, which is set to

print at 6.8% in its annualised form vs the prior reading of 9.6%.

A high GDP print on Monday would make it easier to justify a 

rate hike for the CBRT.

Wednesday – 02/06

At 02:30 BST in the morning, markets turn to Australian Q1 GDP which will likely show an

expansion following strengthening in consumer spending and business investment.

Meanwhile, commodity prices have likely boosted GDP nominally with iron ore prices lifting

output. Looking ahead, the Victorian lockdown poses a risk while fiscal support also cuts out

at the end of Q2.
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Thursday – 03/06

Turkish CPI inflation will be released at 07:00 BST and is set to have grown 17.3% YoY in

May, according to the median of forecasts submitted to Bloomberg. This is slightly higher

than April’s 17.1% increase as strong base effects from oil remain in place while a recent hike

in fuel tax additionally supports price growth. With the FX spill-over for the lira being high

and the currency already standing at a record low against the US dollar, markets will carefully

watch the Turkish central bank’s commitment to keep the policy rate above inflation.

Friday – 04/06

The Reserve Bank of India announces the latest policy decision on Friday 4th at 05:30 BST,

with a broad consensus to hold policy rates despite upside risks to the inflation outlook. The

RBI has pledged to support the economy from the broad-based lockdown put in place by the

end of May as the country is gripped by a severe wave of infections. The RBI is also likely to

announce wider support to targeted sectors and business, while the Bank reinforces its

ample accommodative stance.

In the afternoon, all focus turns to labour market reports from Canada and the US, which

both come out at 13:30 BST. For the US, Friday’s Nonfarm payrolls print may cause some

short-term volatility in FX markets, although it is unlikely it will carve out a new trend for the

broad dollar index until the implied economic dynamics are reinforced by subsequent data

releases (more on this below). For Canada, lockdown measures were little changed in May

while the influx of student workers in summer is likely to put upwards pressure on the

unemployment rate (more on this below).

Lastly on Friday, the G7 finance ministers and central bank chiefs will meet in London at a

meeting hosted by UK Chancellor Rishi Sunak.

May’s NFP report takes front stage after the disappointing April report

April’s Nonfarm Payroll report registered as the worst miscalculation by economists since

March 2020 as measured by the Bloomberg Economic Surprise Index. Economists were

optimistic about the labour market recovery, predicting a net employment gain of over 1m.

However, the data disappointed as after seasonal adjustments, with the US labour market

adding only 266K jobs. Moreover, the solid March reading of net +916K jobs was revised

down to +770K instead.

As far as side-effects from loose policy are concerned, such as 

imbalances in FX and capital markets, the Bank should 

continue to manage liquidity with a careful eye.
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The soft print in new payrolls came as a surprise considering the positive wider background,

with CPI inflation sitting above the 2% target and retail sales strongly rebounding on the back

of fresh stimulus and easing lockdown conditions. Weekly claims for unemployment benefits

had also been slowing down notably as the economy reopens, adding to the idea that many

workers would have returned to the labour market. However, the April reading rebuffed

these dynamics and challenged the classic view that underwhelming employment growth

would keep a lid on inflation. With net employment gains undershooting and the

unemployment rate sitting above 6%, average hourly earnings continued to show positive

growth, which ended up fueling a rise in implied inflation expectations and a strong reaction

in financial markets.

Non-farm payrolls are yet to recover from the sharp decline triggered by the pandemic

Markets have had to concede on the Fed’s rather cautious view about the labour market

recovery in the short-term, as issues on the supply side are also present. Judging by the ratio

of unemployment to job openings, which currently sits at 1.1, the sluggish rebound in labour

supply to heightened demand only points to continued wage inflation. Sources of tightness in

labour supply, like virus-related barriers and discouraging fiscal aids, make it costly to for

many to return to the labour market, especially for low-income workers. These frictions in

supply have been met with a rise in average hourly earnings, but a significant gap in potential

employment should soften wage growth when life returns to normal and government

transfers are reduced around September. With these supply constraints set to exert some

downside effects on labour growth only temporarily, the more persistent scars from the

pandemic are yet visible, supporting the Fed’s cautious stance to the recovery.

Amid this backdrop, the upcoming NFP report for May will be in the spotlight next 
week. Economists foresee an addition of 620K jobs in that period at present, with 

a slight reduction of the unemployment rate to 5.9%, from 6.1% currently. 
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The gauge will now be seen as an indicator of how strong

labour demand can remain after a burst of hiring intentions in

April following the economy reopening, but also of how sticky

supply restrictions remain, setting a potential upside bias on

wage growth aswell. The continued decline in unemployment

benefits over the last weeks supports a rather optimistic

overview, but after the April surprise, risks to the median

forecast are tilted to the downside in our view. Regardless,

the Fed´s conviction of an upbeat longer-term recovery of the

US labour market isn´t challenged by labour frictions at the

moment. Recent comments by Kaplan, Daly and Evans

confirm the view that, despite the April head-scratcher, job

growth should be strong looking ahead. As frictions ease

slowly, however, the recovery in the labour market is poised

to be rather bumpy in the following months.

A sustained decline in jobless claims supports the prospect for a positive employment

recovery

Under the Average Inflation Target, labour market data has become much more informative

of the Fed’s policy reaction function than inflation data per se, hence why markets remain

extremely sensitive to swings in employment as opposed to inflation data alone. April’s NFP

report was followed by the strongest rebound in core inflation in four decades, and yet

market pricing didn´t shift policy expectations on the back of this piece of data.

To return to pre-

pandemic levels of 

employment, payrolls 

will need to rise by 

another 5%.
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The underlying lesson to write down is that the Fed´s forward guidance has a strong grip on

markets, where expectations for low rates for longer are firm. Conversely, inflation

expectations remain high, with the US Treasury 5Y breakeven sitting at 2.62%, the highest

level in the post-GFC era. This reflects the credibility of the Fed´s commitment towards

employment over inflation, which has been effectively absorbed by markets even under the

emergence of tapering discussions.

The Fed’s shift towards the employment recovery has effectively filtered through to 

markets

The question for FX markets now is how to trade surprises in US labour market data in the

presence of transitory supply-side constraints and expectations of sustained monetary

accomodation. Is the current dollar downtrend vulnerable to positive surprises? Relating to

our latest USD outlook, our best guess at this point is that volatile labour data shouldn’t

break the trend of moderate USD decline for the time being, although risks to this view are

asymmetric and remain tilted to a stronger dollar. Another underwhelming data print would

likely be read as noise rather than signal, ultimately filtering through into higher inflation

expectations, especially if wage growth is present again.

The combination of implied low rates amid rising inflation would invite 

for USD weakness, which is the current status quo in market´s psychology. 

A more robust than expected NFP print, on the other hand, could suggest 

frictions to labour supply are fading. 
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This would embolden calls for earlier policy normalisation from the Fed on the back of recent

commentary about the need to talk about tapering from some officials. But, it is likely that

markets will need more than one good NFP print to dare challenging the Fed´s anchoring of

short-term expectations, meaning the emphasis will be on other real-time indicators to

confirm the robust recovery in the US labour market. This suggests that while Friday’s NFP

print may cause some short-term volatility in FX markets, it is unlikely to carve out a new

trend for the broad dollar index until the implied economic dynamics are reinforced by

subsequent data releases.

Canada Labour Force Survey: don’t be surprised by a rising 

unemployment rate 

The April Labour Force Survey highlighted the effects the tightening of lockdown measures
had on the labour market with 207,100 jobs shed compared to the month prior. As we
highlighted at the time, most of the contraction in employment occurred in regions and
sectors where lockdown measures were tightened, suggesting the short-term economic pain
can be reversed once vaccine progress is made. Canada’s ramping up of vaccine distribution
in May meant some lockdown measures were eased, such as the reopening of retail stores in
Quebec in a staged manner and the opening of seasonal stores in Ontario where curbside
collection was viable. In British Columbia, indoor dining was reopened towards the end of
May ahead of further phased reopening measures that are set to take place in coming
months should vaccination and infection targets be met. However, the marginal reopening in
Canadian provinces, as highlighted by the slight reduction in the Canadian effective lockdown
index, is unlikely to supply significant upwards pressure to May’s net employment print.

With the Labour Force Survey collected between May 16th and May 25th, the data is unlikely
to capture the impact of reopening in BC beyond preemptive rehiring effects. Meanwhile, the
impact of tighter measures in Quebec was limited in April as the unemployment rate held
steady at 6.6%, suggesting there will be little upwards pressure coming from the scaling back
of measures there. In Ontario, where 153,000 jobs were lost, lockdown conditions remained
largely the same across May, although the provincial government allowed more outdoor
activities to take place effective May 22nd.
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https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/canada-labour-market-recovery-unwinds-due-to-restrictions-being-tightened/
https://www.monexeurope.com/wp-content/uploads/Monex-Europe-Vaccine-Distribution-Chartbook-May-2021.pdf
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Compounding on the limited upwards pressure on job growth is the fact that May signals the

start of the student job season, which will only increase the participation rate. Student

summer jobs are unlikely to contribute significantly to any net employment gain either,

largely because a large proportion of employed students intending to return to school in the

fall worked in retail trade, accommodation and food services, or information, culture and

recreation. All of these industries remain subject to provincial containment measures in most

major provinces as shown by the reduction in their levels of employment in April.

Employment in high-contact sectors drifts further from pre-pandemic levels as lockdown 

measures are tightened in April 
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With this in mind, May’s net employment gain is likely to be limited, 
owing largely to the marginal loosening of lockdown measures and 

increased optimism pertaining to greater vaccine coverage. 

However, it is likely that the seasonal factors influencing the participation rate result in the
unemployment rate rising from April’s reading of 8.1%. While we expect the data release to
be net-negative on the whole, we don’t anticipate CAD traders to pay too much attention to
it.
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Disclaimer

This information has been prepared by Monex Europe Limited, an execution-only service provider. The material

is for general information purposes only, and does not take into account your personal circumstances or

objectives. Nothing in this material is, or should be considered to be, financial, investment or other advice on

which reliance should be placed. No representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy or completeness of

this information. No opinion given in the material constitutes a recommendation by Monex Europe Limited or

the author that any particular transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific person. The

material has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence

of investment research, it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment

research and as such is considered to be a marketing communication.

With lockdown measures set to ease as provincial governments have outlined their

roadmaps to reopening, and most of the job losses in past months being highly elastic to

lockdown measures, poor employment data is likely to be temporary. Additionally, the BoC

have already factored in a stagnant Q2 when deriving their latest bullish forecasts, meaning

Friday’s data is unlikely to move the needle for rate expectations and FX markets should it

print to the downside.


